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[51] ABSTRACT 
A cotton harvester and picker unit is provided for the 
harvesting of narrow spaced row cotton. The cotton 
harvester is provided with novel picker units which 
overlap one another to reduce the total lateral width of 
the cotton harvester. The inventive harvesting units are 
also elongated in the direction of the travel to reduce 
the transverse width. The picker units also have a com 
posite post assembly, compressor sheet and plant lifter 
which allows for quick disassembly without hand or 
power tools. Removal of the from post assembly pro 
vides easier access to the rotors for maintenance or 
removal of chokes. 

16 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets 
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NARROW ROW CO'I'I‘ON HARVESTER AND 
PICKER UNIT 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets I: ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifica 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to cotton harvesting 
machines which employ a picker rotor and associated 
doffer. The prment invention also concerns a novel 
arrangement for a cotton harvester harvesting drum. 
More particularly, the present invention relates to 
picker harvesting machines suitable for harvesting par 
allel rows of cotton wherein the rows are spaced less 
than forty inches apart. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Cotton pickers typically harvest one to four rows of 
cotton with the rows spaced at least thirty eight or forty 
inches apart. An example of a typical picker type cotton 
harvester machine is described in copending U.S. appli 
cation “Cotton Harvester Harvesting Unit Support 
System”, Covington et al. Ser. No. 619,094, ?led June 
11, 1984 and Hubbarb et al. U.S. Pat. No. 4,249,365 
(disclosures incorporated by reference herein). The 
cotton harvester typically has a wheel frame with a 
receptacle mounted on top. Typically mounted in front 
of the cotton harvester are the harvesting units, o?en 
referred to as picker units or drums. Each drum is pro 
vided with a forward and rear picker spindle rotors 
transversely separated by a fore-and-a? plant passage. 

DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

Prior to the present invention the drums were too 
wide to harvest two consecutive parallel rows of nar 
row row cotton planted in the typical range of thirty 
inches apart. To harvest cotton in very narrow rows 
two approaches were utilized. One approach was to 
harvest one row at a time, although usually technically 
feasible this approach is limited to single row harvest 
ens. A second approach was to harvest alternating rows 
skipping over the middle row. A two row machine 
would be modi?ed to harvest alternating rows. On one 
pass the modi?ed cotton harvesting machine would 
harvestthe?rstandthirdrows.0nareturningpassthe 
modified cotton harvesting machine would harvest a 
second and fourth row. This approach is again less 
ei?cient requiring two passes instead of one. The above 
noted approachv is also undesirable when harvesting 
picker type cotton because the machine passes over the 
cotton in a non-harvesting pass possibly causing damage 
to the cotton plants. 

SUM‘MARY OF THE INVENTION 

To overcome the disadvantages of prior attempts to 
harvest narrow spaced row cotton with picker type 
harvesting machines. the present invention is brought 
forth. The present invention provides a picker type 
cotton harvester wherein the drum units are allowed to 
transversely overlap or nest with one another. The 
nesting arrangement is allowed by the novel elongated 
diagonal design of the drum units. 
The drumstructure also has a novel front post struc 

ture. The front post structure allows a portion of the 
plant lifter and compressor sheet to be removed as one 
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2 
complete assembly. Removal of the front post assembly 
allows access to the rear rotor and associated moistener 
post and the adjoining drum front rotor and associated 
moistener post for maintenance or cleaning cotton jams. 
Still another advantage of the present invention is that it 
allows the cotton harvester to have drums of a single 
hand orientation. By eliminating left~hand and/or right 
hand drums, almost all of the drum parts for the whole 
machine become interchangeable. 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
picker type cotton harvester for narrow spaced row 
cotton. It is an object of the present invention to pro 
vide a drum structure wherein the drums can be trans 
versely nested together. It is a desire of the present 
invention to provide a post assembly which allows eas 
ier access to the rear rotor of the drum and to the front 
rotor of an adjoining drum. It is a desire of the present 
invention to provide a post assembly with a hinged 
pressure plate which can be removed as an integral unit. 
Other objects, desires and advantages of the present 

invention will become apparent to those skilled in the 
art as the nature of the invention is better understood 
from the accompanying drawings and detailed descrip 
tion. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a partial top elevational view of a cotton 
harvester illustrating a typical drum con?guration for 
harvesting forty inch row cotton prior to the present 
invention; 
FIG. 2 is a top elevational view showing the con?gu 

ration of the inventive drum structure with the cotton 
ducts removed for clarity of illustration; 
FIG. 3 is a top elevational view of the inventive cot 

ton harvester set for the harvesting of thirty inch row 
cotton; 
FIG. 4 is a partial side elevational view illustrating 

the drum mounting system; 
FIG. 5 is an enlarged partial top elevational view of 

the inventive drum unit illustrating the post assembly in 
greater detail; and 
FIG. 6 is a side elevational view of the post assembly 

with the plant lifter removed. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
DRAWINGS 

Referring to FIG. 1, the four drum units 12, 14, 16, 
and 18 respectively of the cotton harvester 9 are trans 
versely spaced for harvesting parallel rows of cotton 
forty inches apart. Typically drums are numbered from 
the operator’s view from le? to right, providing first, 
second, third and fourth drums. The second drum desig 
nated as item 16 is referred to as a le?-hand drum, being 
to the immediate le? of the operator (from the center 
line of the cotton harvester). The third drum designated 
as item 14 is referred to as the right-hand drum. The 
fourth drum designated as item 12 is considered to be a 
left-hand drum since this configuration is substantially 
identical to the second drum 16, and likewise the ?rst 
drum 18 is designated as a right-hand drum. Typically, 
drums are provided in the right and left-hand con?gura 
tion to provide balance for the cotton harvesters. 

First drum 18 is provided with front and rear spindle 
rotors 20 and 22 respectively, transversely separated by 
a fore-and-aft plant passage 24. Each row is also pro 
vided with an associated doffer (not shown) for remov 
ing the cotton from the spindle rotor. The second 16, 
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third 14 and fourth 12 drums are constructed in a similar 
manner. 

In the cotton harvester illustrated in FIG. 1, the 
width of the drums prevent the drums from being trans 
versely spaced closer together to operate in narrow row 
cotton ?elds. 

Referring to FIGS. 3 and 4, the inventive drum unit 
50 of the present invention is pivotally mounted for 
wardly from the cotton harvester frame 52 in a similar 
manner as illustrated and explained in copending and 
coassigned US. patent application Covington et al. 
“Cotton Harvester Harvesting Unit Support System” 
?led June, 11, 1984 (Ser. No. 619,094). 

Referring to FIGS. 2 and 3, drum 50 has a forward 54 
and rear rotor 56 transversely separated by a fore-and 
a? plant passage 58. The forward and rear rotors are 
directly or indirectly powered by a vertical input shaft 
13. The rear rotor orbit 62 is totally rearward the for 
ward rotor orbit 60. 
The forward doffer 64 rotational axis 66 is laterally 

spaced from the fore-and-aft plant passage 58 within a 
line which is both parallel to the fore-and-aft plant pas 
sage and tangent with the forward rotor orbit 60. In the 
embodiment of the drum illustrated in FIGS. 2 and 3, 
the total circumference of the dotfer 64 is laterally 
spaced within the line which is both parallel to the 
fore-and-a? plant passage 58 being tangent to the for 
ward rotor orbit 60. Also, the rotational axis 66 of for 
ward do?'er 64 is spaced from the fore-and-a? plant 
passage beyond a line which is parallel to the fore-and 
a? plant passage and intersecting with the rotational 
axis 72 of the forward rotor 54. Rear do?'er 70 is spaced 
from plant passage 58 as described for forward doffer 
64 
The doffer's rotational axes 66 and 68 are rearward of 

the rotational axes of their respectie rotors 72 and 78. 
The top plate 74 of the drum has a front side 76 ex 

tending over the fore-and-aft plant passage 58 which is 
inclined from front to rear along a line approximately 
parallel to a line drawn between the rotational axis of 
the forward and rear picker rotors 72 and 78 respec 
tively. 
The cotton harvester of FIG. 3 has ?ve drums 50, 40, 

80, 90, 100 whose con?guration is substantially identical 
to one another. Fore-and-a? plant passage 48 is spaced 
approximately 30 inches from fore-and-a?: plant passage 
58. The rotational axes of the drum rotors 72,42 82, 92 
and 102 are transversely aligned. When harvesting nar 
row row cotton the drums are mounted to overlap or 
nest with one another. A line parallel to the fore-and-aft 
plant passage 58 tangent to the rear rotor orbit 62 inter 
sects with the forward rotor orbit 88 of the adjoining 
drum 40. In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 3, it is 
possible to draw a line parallel to the fore-and-a? plant 
passage 58 intersecting with the rear rotor orbit 62 rear 
doffer 70, forward doffer 86 of drum 40 and the forward 
rotor orbit 88 of the ?rst unit. The overlapping of the 
rotors 56 and 84 allows the drums 50 and 40 to be nested 
in a more transversely compact manner. Therefore, the 
harvesting machine can be utilized for narrow row 
harvesting that is not possible with conventional cotton 
harvesting machines. 
Another advantage of the inventive drum is that 

there is no longer a need to fabricate drum units in 
opposite hand con?guration, therefore eliminating parts 
required for opposite hand drums. 
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4 
Ifdesired, a drum may be removed and the remaining 

drums can be transversely respaced to harvest conven 
tionally spaced row cotton. 

Referring to FIGS. 3, 5 and 6 a post assembly 26 
projects forwardly from the drum 90 main housing 96. 
The post assembly 26 is laterally spaced from the rotor 
94 opposite the fore-and-aft plant passage 97 and has a 
quick connector 98 which comprises a plurality of pins 
49. 
The pressure plate assembly 32 is pivotally connected 

to the post member 28 at point 34 and can be removed 
integrally with the post member 28. Pressure plate as 
sembly 32, has a preset tension guide and urges the 
cotton plant towards rotor orbit 15 of rotor 94. Project 
ing forwardly from post member 28 is half of the plant 
lifter 30, which may also be removed along integrally 
with the post member 28. The plant lifter 30 aids in 
guiding the cotton plants into the fore-and-aft plant 
passage 97. Post assembly 26 may be removed without 
the use of hand tools in order to facilitate reaching the 
forward rotor 94 in case of cotton clogs. Also, removal 
of the post assembly 26 when the drums 90 and 100 are 
mounted to the cotton harvester for narrow row har 
vesting, allows access to the forward rotor 44 and its 
front moistener pad of the drum 100 for maintenance or 
cotton clogs. Also removal of post assembly 26 allows 
easier access to the moistener pad for rear rotor 85. 
Therefore, the drum 90 does not have to be removed for 
many common maintenance tasks to the forward rotor 
44, even when the harvester is being utilized on narrow 
row cotton. 
The integral removal of the pressure plate assembly 

32 with the post member 28 allows the pressure plate 
assembly tension and distance from the forward rotor 
94 to be preset and maintained upon reassembly of post 
member 28 to the drum 90. Therefore, readjustment of 
the pressure plate assembly's distance from the rotor 94 
or the tension of the pressure plate assembly is not re 
quired. 
While a few embodiments of the present invention 

have been explained, it will be readily apparent to those 
skilled in the art of the various modi?cations which can 
be made to the present invention without departing 
from the spirit and scope of this invention as encom 
passed by the following claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A multi-row picker cotton harvester comprising: 
a ?rst drum unit with a ?rst fore-and-aft plant pas 

sage, said ?rst drum unit including: 
a ?rst forward picker rotor with a rotational axis 
and orbit on a ?rst side of said ?rst fore-and-aft 
passageway; and 

a ?rst rear picker rotor with a rotational axis and 
orbit on the side of said ?rst fore-and-aft passage 
way opposite said ?rst side; and 

at least a second drum unit with a second fore-and-aft 
plant passage including a second forward picker 
rotor with an orbit, wherein a line being generally 
parallel to said second fore-and-aft passageway and 
tangent with said second forward picker rotor orbit 
intersects said ?rst rear rotor orbit. 

2. A cotton harvester as described in claim 1, wherein 
the rotational axis of said ?rst forward rotor and said 
second forward rotor are transversely aligned. 

3. A multi-row picker cotton harvester comprising: 
a ?rst drum unit with a first fore-and-aft plant passage 

including: 
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a ?rst forward picker rotor and associated doffer, 
said ?rst forward rotor having a rotational axis 
on a ?rst side of said ?rst fore-and-aft passage; 

a ?rst rear picker rotor and associated doffer, said 
?rst rear rotor having a rotational axis and orbit 
on the side of said ?rst fore-and-aft passage op 
posite said ?rst side; and 

at least a second drum unit with a second fore-and-aft 
plant passage including: 
a second forward picker rotor and associated 

doffer, said second forward doffer being situated 
such that a line parallel to said ?rst fore-and-a? 
passage intersecting with the rotational axis of 
said second forward doffer is also intersecting 
with said ?rst rear rotor orbit. 

4. A cotton harvester as described in claim 3, wherein 
the rotational axis of said ?rst forward rotor and said 
second forward rotor are transversely aligned. 

5. A multi-row picker cotton harvester comprising: 
a ?rst drum unit with a ?rst fore-and-aft plant passage 

including: 
a ?rst forward picker rotor with a rotational axis 
and orbit on a ?rst side of said fore-and-aft pas 
“away; 

a ?rst forward do?'er for removing cotton from 
said ?rst forward rotor; 

a ?rst rear picker rotor with a rotational axis and 
orbit on the side of said fore-and-a? passageway 
opposite said ?rst side; and 

a ?rst rear do?'er for removing cotton from said 
?rst rear rotor; and 

at least a second drum unit with a second fore-and-a? 
plant passage, said second drum unit including: 
at least a second forward picker rotor being situate 

such that a line drawn generally parallel to said 
?rst fore-and-a? passage and tangent to said ?rst 
rear doffer intersects with the orbit of said sec 
ond forward picker rotor; and 

a second forward doffer for removing cotton from 
said second forward rotor, said second forward 
doffer being situated such that a line can be 
drawn parallel to said ?rst fore-and-aft passage 
intersecting with a portion of said ?rst rear 
doffer and intersecting with said second forward 
doffer. 

6. A cotton harvester as described in claim 5, wherein 
the rotational axis of said ?rst forward rotor and said 
second forward rotor are transversely aligned. 

7. A multi-row picker cotton harvester comprising: 
a ?rst drum with a ?rst fore-and-aft plant passage 

including: 
a ?rst forward picker rotor and associated doffer; 
a ?rst rear picker rotor and associated doffer, said 

frst rear rotor having a rotational axis and orbit on 
the side of said ?rst fore-and-aft plant passage op 
posite said ?rst foreward rotor; 

at least a second drum unit with a second fore-and-aft 
plant passage including; 

a second forward picker rotor with an orbit and asso 
ciated doffer, and wherein a line parallel to said 
?rst fore-and-aft plant passage intersects the orbits 
of said ?rst rear rotor and said second forward 
rotor, and said line also intersects said ?rst rear and 
said second forward doffers. 

8. A cotton harvester as described in claim 7, further 
comprising transversely aligned ?rst and second for 
ward rotor rotational axis. 
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9. A picker cotton harvester having a plurality of dual 

rotor drum units said harvester comprising: 
a ?rst drum ‘unit including: 
a drum housing with a ?rst fore-and-a? plant passage; 
a forward picker rotor with a rotational axis and orbit 
on a ?rst side of said ?rst fore-and-aft passageway; 

a ?rst forward doffer for removing cotton from said 
?rst forward rotor, said ?rst forward doffer having 
a rotational axis laterally spaced from said ?rst 
fore-and-aft passage within a line which is both 
parallel to said ?rst fore-and-aft passage and tan 
gent with the orbit of said ?rst forward rotor; 

a ?rst rearpiclrer rotor diagonally adjacent said ?rst 
forward rotor with a rotational axis and orbit on a 
side of said fore-and-a? passage opposite said ?rst 
forward rotor, said ?rst rear picker rotor orbit 
being totally rearward of said ?rst forward picker 
rotor orbit; and 

a ?rst rear doffer for removing cotton from said ?rst 
rear rotor, said ?rst rear doffer having a rotational 
axis laterally spaced from said ?rst fore-and-aft 
passage within a line which is both parallel of said 
?rst fore-and-aft passage and tangent with the orbit 
of said ?rst rear rotor; and 

at least a second drum unit said second drum unit 
including: 

a drum housing with a second fore-and-aft plant pas 
$386; 

a second forward picker rotor with a rotational axis 
and orbit on a ?rst side of said second fore-and-aft 
passage, and a line which is both parallel to said 
?rst fore-and-aft passage and tangent to said second 
forward rotor orbit intersects the orbit of said ?rst 
rear rotor; 

a second forward doffer for removing cotton from 
said second forward rotor, said second forward 
doffer having a rotational axis laterally spaced 
from said second fore-and-a? passage within a line 
which is both parallel to said second fore-and-aft 
passage and tangent with the orbit of said second 
forward rotor; 

at second rear picker rotor diagonally adjacent said 
second forward rotor with a rotational axis and 
orbit on the side of said second fore-and-aft passage 
opposite said second forward rotor, said second 
rear rotor orbit being totally rearward of said sec 
ond forward picker rotor orbit; and 

a second doffer for removing cotton from said second 
rear rotor, said second rear doffer drum having a 
rotational axis laterally spaced from said second 
fore-and-aft passage within a line which is both 
parallel of said fore-and-aft passage and tangent 
with the orbit of said second rear picker rotor. 

10. A multi-row picker cotton harvester comprising: 
a drum unit assembly including, 
a ?rst drum unit de?ning a ?rst fore-and-aft plant 

passage comprising 
a ?rst forward picker rotor rotatably supported rela 

tive to said assembly and de?ning an orbit on a ?rst 
side of said ?rst fore-and-aft passageway; and 

a ?rst rear picker rotor rotatably supported relative 
to said assembly and de?ning an orbit on the side of 
said ?rst fore-and-aft passageway opposite said ?rst 
side; and 

at least a second drum unit de?ning a second fore 
and-aft plant passage including a second forward 
picker rotor rotatably supported relative to said 
assembly and a second rear picker rotor, said sec 
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ond forward picker rotor being disposed adjacent 
said ?rst rear picker rotor and de?ning an orbit, 
said first rear rotor and second forward rotor being 
constructed and arranged so that a line drawn gen 
erally parallel to said second fore-and-ait passage 
way and tangent with said second forward picker 
rotor orbit intersects said first rear rotor orbit. 

II. A multi-row picker cotton harvester comprising: 
a ?rst drum unit with a ?rst fore-and-a? plant passage 

way; 
said ?rst drum unit including: 
a ?rst picker rotor with a rotational axis and orbit on a 
?rst side of said ?rst fbre-and-a? passageways and a 
second picker rotor with a rotational axis and orbit on 
the side of said ?rst fore-and-a? passageway opposite 
said ?rst side: and at least a second drum unit with a 
second ?Jre-and-a? plant passageway including a 
picker rotor with an orbit, wherein a line being gener 
ally parallel to said second fore-and-a? passageway 
and tangent with the orbit of the picker rotor of said 
second drum unit intersects the rotor orbit of said ?rst 
picker rotor. 

12. A rnulti-row picker cotton harvester comprising: 
a ?rst drum unit with a ?rst fore-and-a? plant passage 

way; said ?rst drum unit including: 
a ?rst picker rotor with a rotational axis and orbit on a 
?rst side of said ?rst ?rre-and-a? passageway: 

and a second longitudinally spaced picker rotor with a 
rotational axis and orbit on the side of said ?rst fore 
and-a? passageway opposite said ?rst side: _ 

and a second drum unit with a second fbre-and-a? plant 
passageway generally parallel to said ?rst fore-and-aft 
passageway including a picker rotor with an orbit 
located on opposite sida of said second fbre-and-a? 
passageway. wherein a line being generally parallel to 
said second fore-and-a? passageway and tangent with 
the orbit of the picker rotor of said second drum unit 
located between said passgeways intersecn' the rotor 
orbit of the picker rotor of said ?rst drum unit located 
between said passageways. 

13. A multi-row picker cotton harvester comprising: 
a ?rst drum unit with a ?rst fore-and-a? plant passage 

way, said ?rst drum unit including: 
a ?rst forward picker rotor with a rotational axis and 

orbit on a ?rst side of said ?rst fore-and-a? passage 

and a ?rst rear picker rotor with a rotational axis and 
orbit on the side of said ?rst ?rre-and-a? passageway 
opposite said ?rst side: and at least a second drum 
unit with a second fbre~and-a? plant passageway 
including a second forward picker rotor with an orbit, 
wherein a line being generally parallel to said second 
fore-amd-a? passageway and tangent with said second 
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forward picker rotor orbit intersects one of said ?rst 
picker rotor orbits 

14. A rnulti-row picker cotton harvester comprising: 
a ?rst drum unit with a ?rst fore-andaft plant passage 

way including: 
a ?rst jbrward picker rotor and associated doffer, said 
?rst forward rotor having a rotational axis on a ?rst 
side of said ?rst jbre-and-a? passageway; a ?rst rear 
picker rotor and associatd do?en said ?rst rear rotor 
having a rotational axis and orbit on the side of said 
?rst fore-and-aft passageway opposite said ?rst side: 
and at least a second drum unit with a second fore 
and~a? plant passageway including: 

a second forward picker rotor and associated dojfer, said 
second forward do?er being situated such that a line 
parallel to said ?rst fore-and-aft passageway intersect 
ing with the rotational axis of said second forward 
do?'er is also intersecting with one of said ?rst picker 
rotor orbits 

15. A multi-row picker cotton harvester comprising: 
a ?rst drum with a ?rst ?rre-and-aft plant passageway 

including: 
a ?rst forward picker rotor and associated doffen' 
a ?rst rear picker rotor and associated do?'er. said ?rst 

rear rotor having a rotational axis and orbit on the 
side of said ?rst fbre~and~a? plant panageway oppo 
site said ?rst forward rotor: 

at least a second drum unit with a second fore-and-aft 
plant passageway including; 

a second forward picker rotor with an orbit and associ 
ated do?‘er, and wherein a line parallel to said ?rst 
Jbreand-a? plant passageway intersects the orbits of 
one of said ?rst picker rotors and said second fbrward 
rotor. and said lirte also intersects the dojfer of said 
one of said ?rst picker rotors and said second forward 
do?isrs. 

16. A multi-row picker cotton harvester comprising: 
a ?rst drum unit with a ?rst ?rre-and-a? plant passage 

way: said ?rst drum unit including: 
a ?rst picker rotor with a rotational axis on a ?rst side of 

said ?rst fore-and-a? passageway; 
and a second picker rotor with a rotational axis on the 

opposite side of said ?rst fore-and-aft passageway and 
a second drum unit with a second fore-and-a? plant 
passageway including a picker rotor with a rotational 
axis disposed on opposite sides of said second fore-and 
d?' News: 

wherein the lateral distance between the axes of the 
rotors located between the adjacent plant passageways 
is less than one half the lateral spacing between the 
center lines of said adjacent passageways 


